
New password for future 
testing: renderguy12 
 
Suburbia Client: 
https://blocklandglass.com
/addons/addon.php?id=605 
Current version from 3-25-17 (third testing day, everybody needs to 
update) 
 
 
 

 
 
 

https://blocklandglass.com/addons/addon.php?id=605
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Testers: 
- Kidalex90 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=48985  
- Mr Queeba https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=107958 
- Twix https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=147052 - Kugelblitz - 149281 
- Hansome Dude https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=40413 
- Alternative https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=110051 
- cooolguy32https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?topic=287678.msg9420678#msg94206

78 
- NotBomberguy https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=140565 

Kantankerous Kunundrums - 52913 
- SuperSuit12 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=145534 Super Suit 

12 - 157541 
- Damp https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=137859 
- zombie6069 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=85907 Biller - 43126 
- crazy54311 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=72513 crazy54311 - 

27254 
- Cheesemaster https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=136272 

Cheesemaster55 - 102709 
- Legodude77 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=30448 Legodude77 

23316 
- mattsos https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=46305 
- Redconer https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=44440 Redconer 33688 
- Trogtor https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=15644 
- Bloo Kirby the 2nd https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=149884 Bloo 

Kirby - 41121 
- startacker https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=78698 - Startacker 

93191 
- Man Of Greenish https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=44982 
- Dannu https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=135892 
- TheArmyGuy https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=29828 TheArmyGuy 

- 16937 
- Blockhead31735 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=43326 
- Snaked_Snake https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=80139 - Snack 

Nsack Chocolate - 28555 
- Farad https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=137487 - Faraday 1481 
- DinoMeng4316 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=135232 Skeletal 

96360 
- Swat 3 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=25322 - Mini 15740 
- 16-Bit https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=28589 Phrozen 15019 
- Sylvanor https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=36323 
- kongo https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=147043 - kongo 16895 
- Nonnel https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=52310 - Nonnel 19101 
- rggbnnnnn https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=139526 
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      -       Edd  https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=147377 Edd 107032 

- Trogtor https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=15644 - Trogtor 23897 
- Chill https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=135099 - Chill 30139 
- Cadlage https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=43309 - Caden100 9890 
- -Paint- https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=139622 - Freeday 107022 
- Crown https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=41625 - Crown 2143 
- xmikey555 https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=152285 - Mikey555 

26294 
- FlavouredGames https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=150729 - 

FlavouredGames 27312 
- David Hasselhoff 42057 - forum account was untouched since 2013 due to permaban, 

won’t bother linking it - Oh shit, he on steam 
- GermanDumbEnglish Boy 48249 

https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=143878 note - log out of the 
forums and go to your account to put the actual profile, this just links to whatever 
profile the user clicking it has. 

- Whackin https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=147111 Limerick 195138  
- Brickitect (same name on steam and forums) BLID: 24378 
- https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=78343  
- Keanu73 - Forum Profile: https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=152191 

- BLID: 26065 (same name on Steam) 
- Blus - https://forum.blockland.us/index.php?action=profile;u=117330 (same name on 

steam and in-game) 34021 
 
42(?) testers 
 
 
 

TESTING RULES 
- Put your in-game name and blid next to your forum account on the testers list 
- Try to break shit 
- If you do break shit write down what you did here or steam Gytyyhgfffff 
- Don’t grief this document you bridges or i’ll give your cat grief 
- If you don’t like suburbia and want to post about it go ahead but include valid criticism so 

we can fix your issues 
- Don’t give the password to anyone who isn’t on the testing list. If you want to test with a 

friend who isn’t on the list then ask Gytyyhgfffff first 
- If you don’t have gyt on steam http://steamcommunity.com/id/scenery1/ 
- If the server crashes i don’t care what you were doing write down what you did here 
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- If i ban you because you pissed me off don’t take it personally i’m going to be super 
stressed out with so many people breaking my shit in the server (but please do break 
shit we need that so suburbia works on public hosting). If you are banned you will be 
unbanned when the server is hosted publicly 

- You don’t have to play test suburbia 24/7 if you have to do shit in real life you can go 
ahead we have enough testers as it is 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Broken Shit: 
Here’s the format for writing down bugs: 
 
Your Name: 
Explain the bug: 
 
That's all there is to it 
 
 
For Server Crashes: 
Here’s the format for recording what happened after a crash: 
 
Date: 
Your Name: 
What you were doing last before the server crashed: 
 
That’s all there is to it 
 
 
Notbomberguy 
On tutorial, cant cap the mine to get the ore when the tutorial says to do it 
 
Queeba  
Explain the bug: corpses can go in a vehicle seat 
 
Your name: charles 
Explain the bug: you can bypass mute with emoticons  
 
Your name: Super Suit 12 



Explain the bug: Planting a razor wire fence rapidly in an invalid spot spams something about 
only admins being able to use setHat on players. 
 
Me: brick tax in general is fucked, retest it 
 
Your name: charles 
Explain the bug: players with alligator trainer perk standing next to gators can be damaged if 
someone else approaches the gator 
 
defunct 
Your Name: Caden100 
Explain the bug: People who attempt to donate money while the Pope is still in office will be 
given the message “You cannot donate to God while there’s a pope in office!” but it will still 
donate the money, and will be used in further pope elections 
 
removed vehicle damage 
Your Name: Charles 
Explain the bug: someone jackhammered my vehicle to death and it said “you have commited a 
crime [destruction of property]” -- vehicle potentially blew up near another vehicle 
 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: some fuckery with hamcuffs prevents you from dropping people 
 
That’s how fucking lots work you dipshit 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: deleting all bricks on a lot removes ownership and you cant place a lot brick to 
get it back because its fucking empty 
 
Your name: kongo 
Explain the bug: lot with no bricks on it didn’t count as a lot after autosave, unable to re-place lot 
after hammering it. hammered the modter brick beforehand 
 
should be fixed 
Your name: charles 
Explain the bug: all newscasters are listed three times when i click the tab in mayor gui 
 
You’re wrong 
Your name: David Hasselhoff 
Explain the bug: Jackhammer doesnt break shit. 
 
Your name: David Hasselhoff 
Explain the bug: police cars don’t turn into ziqs during the ziq god event 
 



fixed 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: cant fucking craft medpacks 
 
What - it gives you ammo im a fucking idiot sorry 
Your name: Limerick 
Explain the bug: if you throw a gun in the bank and take it back out, only tested with bad pistol 
so im not sure edit; works with all guns 
 
should be fixed 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: crafting multiple of one weapon only costs the resources of one weapon 
 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: crashed when walking forward and editing mayor message at the same time 
 
fixed 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: cant craft gator whistles 
 
fixed 
Your name: David Hasselhoff 
Explain the bug: when you have the bullet clip increase buff, you may have a decimal amount of 
bullets. 
 
You are so fucking stupid holy shit - lol 
Fuck you  
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: find mayor alligator command not finding mayor 
 
Your name: David Hasselhoff 
Explain the bug: dropped money on water cant be collected 
 
fixed 
Your Name: TheArmyGuy 
Explain the bug: If you close the crafting menu for making the omelet you can’t open it again 
 
this isn’t an issue 
Your name: David Hasselhoff 
Explain the bug: if you destroy a resource brick and build another one, you do not have the 
resources that were in the previous brick 
 
Your name: David Hasselhoff 



Explain the bug: combat shotgun may not even shoot sometimes. This happened after using the 
bad shotgun 
 
fixed 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: sales taxes might not even work 
 
fixed  
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: after badspot event evnrionment gets way too bright 
 
fixed 
Your name: David Hasselhoff 
Explain the bug: MONEY MAKING EXPLOIT: craft some food. Put it on shop. For the price, just 
spam a bunch of numbers. The price will somehow become negative, meaning you can earn 
millions of dollars and get your food back. Huge exploit. Fix immediately. 
 
fixed 
Your name: Faraday 
Explain the bug: When trying to sell 20 crafted sport rifles in the shop, it asks for the price per 
item but not how many i want to sell. It then says ‘invalid number for price’ or something 
 
was export tax at 100% it says at the top of the export menu 
I don’t remember 
Your name: Faraday 
Explain the bug: Tried to sell 23 salad 3’s to foreigners. It said I would get $8 per salad 3. It then 
said ‘sold 23 salads for $0’ 
 
Your name: Faraday 
Explain the bug: This is probably minor, but when I clicked the police vehicle spawns as a police 
officer, a chat message said “There isn’t enough money to spawn a !” It’s just missing a word. 
 
Your name: Faraday 
Explain the bug: At one point I died and then spawned in the tutorial 
 
Your name: Faraday 
Explain the bug: Can get in someone else’s vehicle at its vehicle spawn, but if I exit the vehicle 
and try to get back in, it says it’s locked. This tends to make people stranded. 
 
Your name: David Hasselhoff 
Explain the bug: I have 1 lot now, but used to have 2 lots. When I tried to make another lot, I 
was told I had 2 lots. 
 



Your name: Faraday 
Explain the bug: I was not given any police tools (baton) when my police job application was 
accepted. Same for priest - I was not given the priest tools (don’t they have hams or 
something?) - maybe I was supposed to go to the police station or church to get the tools. If this 
is the case, why not give players the tools when their applications are accepted? 
 
Your name: Faraday 
Explain the bug: If auto-eat is supposed to be a finished feature, I don’t think it is always working 
(it’s not always auto-eating the food in my inventory). Maybe I’m not using it correctly, but I 
thought it wouldn’t require any action on my part to use it. 
 
Your name: charles 
Explain the bug: i captured the tutorial mine then left the mine and it finally registered me as 
being in the mine -- then after a few messages tutorial guy wanted me to capture the mine 
 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug:  both volcanium mines give 10 volcanium instead of 5  
 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: owning both uranium mines only gives 5 uranium 
 
Your name: you 
Explain the bug: police chief loses job on death 
 
Your name: charles 
Explain the bug: you can escape map with the radio in storage room of fallout shelter 
 
For those about to add things please leave your name in case there are further questions 
regarding your idea 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Shit we should add/remove: 
Tell players exactly how to increase piety in the tutorial so we can avoid bad god events, and 
don’t make it impossible to increase piety after the bad god events begin (i.e. not able to leave 
spawn area without dying due to meteors, taser alligators, etc) - Faraday 
Have a few essential items in the shop without players having to craft and sell them (food 1’s, 
crop detector, bad weapon, maybe more) - Faraday 
Explain (possibly in the tutorial) how resource storage bricks work. Can other players access 
your stored resources? What does the ‘set price’ option do (I think I remember seeing an option 
like this)? Can anything be stored, including weapons, drugs, items, and normal resources like 
ore and crops? It would be neat if a chest model was used instead of the 2x4 plate, but that 
might be more work than it is worth. -Faraday 



A way to tell which mines you have ownership of, in the gui - Faraday 
Alerts for the superior when someone applies for a job -you 
More crafting stations -you 
Some sort of hunger law that can reduce hunger to prevent mass starvation like hunger 
decreases slower but crops grow less fast and the reverse -you 
Fucking signs that show where the fucking mines are -you 
A fix to unclimbable towers - you 
Explanation of gangs in tutorial - you 
Explanation of guns in tutorial -you 
An elaboration on the brick tax law when you get taxed by it -you 
Remove the random events such as meteors and badspot sky, they are annoying - 
FlavouredGames 
 
 
 
Shit we should potentially add/remove: 
Keybind to open the specific job menu if you’re police chief, pope, mayor, etc - Faraday 
Multiple spawns around the island -you 

- You’ve seen the spawnkill potential of someone with quake weapons or alligators with 
guns -you 

- Potentially pick which spawn you spawn at -you 
Daycycle -you---charles 
Add amount of karma change to the description of laws (if applicable) --sido 
Tourist mode. Those without the gui can walk around and are invincible but can’t do anything 
-you (make tourists not collide with other players so they can’t be abused to fuck and back) 
Private trade between two people via gui -you 
make bikes super cheap but you cant lock them - limerick--flavouredgames 
Add a Hobo job - David Hasselhoff 

- Can be freely chosen like citizen 
- Can build wherever the hell he wants AS LONG AS HE IS NOT BLOCKING ANYTHING 
- Has a very shit salary of $5 
- Can not eat tier2+ foods, only tier 1 foods and corpses 

Seems gimmicky and would just bring about mass griefing with its existence. Suburbia is 
designed so that the admins don’t have to tend to the lives of players all the time like in a 
traditional city rpg so i’m gonna say no unless the no blocking rule is expanded on. The uses of 
building to make things such as temporary walls or something could be turned into a craftable 
item -you 
 
Bring back checkpoints BUT make them pretty expensive. - David Hasselhoff 
 
Add a radar or some shit that lets you know where atleast your lots are. I have 1 lot that I use 
right now, but apparently I have 2. I don’t know where exactly I put the second lot 
 



 
Shit we should change 
Also get rid of those fucking giant gators because they make me want to hang myself --sido 
Make all paycheck percent increase laws into normal numbers so people with large paychecks 
don’t make an exceedingly large amount of money ie 25% increase becomes 3 and 50% 
becomes 5 -you 
Add indication there is a /vomit command add it in right click -you 
Getting a good event requires an actual miracle -you 

- Karma gain/loss for events in general should be looked at 
- So should how long events last 

I need to revamp a lot of the help document now -you 
Make exporting to the japanese obvious i can’t find the brick -you 
Add more atms -you 
Make it obvious the jackhammer is charging -you 
Possibly add more jobs so people have a wider variety to choose from - FlavouredGames 
Maybe add prebuilt houses that people can purchase and add to their lot - FlavouredGames 
Mines should produce more -you 
Decrease food satiation -you 
Don’t allow the mayor to set 100% income tax, people still need money in order to eat. - 
FlavouredGames there is a perk that lets you tax dodge -you 
Inflation should be more significant -you 
Police inflation is fucking insane though -you 
make gang chat more noticable -you 
Whenever police or church budgets are changed it should say from x% to x2% 
Make it so ores and shit arent ¼ and ½ on the law list but are +2 and shit 
 
Shit we should potentially change 
The mayor can go ham real quick with law points, might want to lower how fast he gains 
them/adjust how costly laws are -you 
Hunger is crazy with how fast it goes; tick it back --sido--flavouredgames---limerick---faraday 
Larger sun & alligator rain events reduce karma level, that is interesting ---charles 
Get someone to build a new church seriously -you 
More karma from sa crifices -you 
 
PROBLEM WITH TEST BY YOU 
-ore and money basically stay in the economy forever and all attempted drainage methods 
(sacrifice, corpse, donation) failed 
-a lot of laws and shit are ridiculously unbalanced and are basically arbitrage decisions 
-karma is a joke because bad events give a shitton of karma so it doesnt even matter 
-private crafting bricks were never known to be bustable and don’t do anything bad so they 
should 
-lot prices are ridiculous and the lot system is still fucking dumb 
-fix corpse beasts  



 
PROBLEMS YOU HAS WITH SUBRUBIA TEST 2 
-big alligator needs to be more dangerous or more alligators 
-law points to steal government money is a bad idea 
-make a tranq gun that applies a drug effect 
-rich drug lords can become pope and fire priests effectively ending drug raids 
 
 
Faraday’s problems with 4/14/17 test 

- Remove all unnecessary sources of player annoyance 
- Large, blinding sun 
- Ziq 
- Alligators with weapons (alligators without weapons are ok) 
- Overpowered skeleton, seemingly invincible 

- Satiation decreasing fast 
- Not enough soil 
- Ziq is too glitchy 
- When police chief adds items to police inventories and I click police lockers, it says 

there’s not enough money to give me the weapons. I’m a police officer. Instead, give 
people their job items instantly and don’t have them pick the items up from somewhere 

- People are placing spawns on their lots 
- The police chief’s name turned red after hambatoning someone. I tried to baton the 

police chief as a police officer and it said I committed crime for batoning innocents. 
- Too many events going on at the same time. Chat seems spammed by these messages, 

like elections and god events 
- Skeletals way too powerful. Repeatedly killed by skeletal. 
- Auto-eat seems to randomly stop working 
- I applied for pope when no one was pope, and nothing happened. 
- Clicking on “Rage” in the export gui does nothing. It seems to work for most exporting 

most other things though. 
 
 
 
 

 


